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Next to the powers of heaven and hell, we are nothing.Ã¢â‚¬Å“So this was just one gigantic,

cosmic war between light and dark magic. And we were only a small part of it, a tiny dot in the

godsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ empire. It was no wonder that they saw us as insignificant.Ã¢â‚¬Â•Tested by the

gods, Leda and her angelic mate Nero venture into the City of Ashes, a fallen fortress in the

Western Wilderness where nightmarish monsters reign supreme and an ancient secret is buried. To

survive the GodsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ Trials, they will have to save the cityÃ¢â‚¬â€•and they will have to do it

without their magic.Their victory, however, comes at a heavy price. And the secret they uncover will

upset the balance of power between Earth and heaven.ShifterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Shadow is the fifth book in

the Legion of Angels series.The Legion of Angels seriesVampire's KissWitch's CauldronSiren's

SongDragon's StormShifterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ShadowBook 6 [coming soon]
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This book starts off right where the last one left off. It hits the ground running and never stops. What

the blurb talked about would be a whole novel for some authors but not here! It's just one part of the



novel! This feels like a transition book from where we go from solving the immediate crisis to starting

to see the much bigger picture that has been hinted at start to come into focus. I love that now that

Lena and Nero made the decision to commit to each other, there is no second doubts, just a

wonderful partnership. And such a great team they make. We also seem more of and learn more

about quite a few characters. A must read for those who have enjoyed the series to this point.I do

recommend you get a hold of the short story Twelve Dancing Angels either before or after you read

this story as it is referenced. It will not hinder your enjoyment of the novel if you haven't read it, but it

does increase your enjoyment of a few portions.

I spend so much time on  looking through books that claim to be fantastic, by end up coming short

by the second or third book. This is definitely not the case."Pandora" has grown so much as a

character, all while remaining her quirky self. She remains a fierce female character that continues

to grow her strength instead of becoming helpless and relying on her mate.The only two things I

wasn't a super huge fan about was that in the previous books, Jace Fireswift was a companion

character of sorts and he basically got booted out of the story except for about 3 pages. We traded

Jace out for a character that betrayed Pandora previously. In all, Jace should have stayed because

we finally warmed up to him and he gave Pandora ( a bit of ) competition. Secondly, the book has

become more of "Let's fight evil" and less about racing the clock to level up Pandora's powers to

save her brother.All in all, I can't wait to buy the new book and see how the story progresses. If I

only have two things to dislike out of a series that already has five books, then it is fabulous. I am a

bit of a critic when it comes to long series and normally have to stop after the second or third book.

This series is addicting and I can't stop.SO BUY THIS BOOK NOW!

This series is so much fun! I really enjoy it and I am already ready to reread this book (and maybe

book 4 too). While the series is not perfect, there are a few plot holes if you really think about it, and

if you plotted the events on a timeline, things happen really quickly and closely together. Sometimes

I wonder if the characters ever sleep!?! That being said, I really have enjoyed this series and its

characters. I think that Ms. Summers' writing improves with every book, and I LOVE Leda's sarcasm

and spunk!!! I appreciate that these books are mainly action books without too much introspection

and relationship drama. I always look forward to the next one!

Have read every book written by this author and always enjoy them. They are well written and

edited. Characters are engaging and believable. Story line has surprising twists. Hoping book six



flows so we get to see what happens next.

Nero is to take his archangel test with Leda as his second. Dropped into an overrun city, they need

to bring the barrier up in the wall to eradicate all the monsters that lie within. Without their magic..as

humans..with a MONSTER of a catch. Deception, betrayal, revelations. Supernaturals gone berserk

on a mysterious "virus". Gods and their games. Excellent series.

Shifter's Shadow is so exciting to read. It's a continuation of activity, humor, romance, and suspense

from Dragon's Storm. Love all the characters in the book especially how Leda and Nero's

relationship has grown stronger to the next level. This series is never boring, it made me laughed

and shivered. Ms. Summers, Thanks for making each book more fun of reading!

If you haven't already read this series then start from the beginning as each book builds upon the

last. Fast paced, funny, and a unique storyline makes this series great. Reminds me a lot of the

newest series from T S Paul about God's and Goddesses as both authors are a refreshing breath of

air in a genre that can sometimes be stifling and rigid. Both authors have created unique storylines

with strong, funny, engaging heroines and hero's. Well worth staying up past midnight and reading

into the dark wee hours.

I must say that this series has become one of my favorites. I absolutely love Leda and Nero. What I

love the most about this book in particular is that we see the growth of Leda and Nero and also the

realization that all is not as it seems. I mean who wants to read a predictable book anyway? Keep

em coming Ella, and I'll keep buying and reading them.
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